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Summary 
The beginning of this year has been rough, with the market having a big impact and 
causing things to slow down. Despite this, we stayed on track and used our resources 
wisely. Now that we have established a strong foundation, we are returning to our original 
and most successful game, Crash. We are exploring ways to expand it even more with 
the help of partners and affiliates.


 
What Happened 
● Panda.co is now fully functional. The platform has 6 games and supports +10 crypto 

currencies

● Improved cashier frontend and backend. Near-instant deposits & withdrawals

● Branding improvements

● Whitelabel platform partnership

● Lots of bug fixes


What’s Next 
● Higher wager volumes on Panda & Slam Vegas

● UI/UX Improvements

● Affiliate partnerships, marketing

● Bonuses, jackpots, wager competitions

● Platform Translations 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Slam Vegas 

slamvegas.com

During the last quarter, we devoted our attention to Panda.co, but in the upcoming Q2, 
we intend to shift our focus to SLAM Vegas. We have many dedicated players who keep 
coming back to our games, and we believe that SLAM Vegas is a crucial area that needs 
to be further developed to attract new players as well. Our goal is to cultivate an engaging 
and enjoyable gaming experience for all of our users and to maintain our reputation as a 
top player in the industry. By prioritizing SLAM Vegas, we hope to expand our customer 
base and continue providing high-quality entertainment to our loyal players.


Since Last Quarter Q1 Priorities
Improved Cashier (Frontend & Backend) Marketing and further partnerships

Ongoing support and improvements Increasing volume

Major UI/UX changes

SEO

http://slamvegas.com
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Panda.co 

panda.co

Panda.co has progressed even further by offering an increased variety of games and 
upgrading its backend systems to enhance the user experience. Our main priority now is 
to continue refining and promoting our original and most profitable game, Crash. We aim 
to improve its features and make it more appealing to our customers. By doing so, we 
can ensure that our players have the best possible experience, while also driving growth 
and increasing profitability for our business.


Since Last Quarter Q1 Priorities
Improved game play Marketing: Ads, YouTuber deals, Email 

marketing

Multiple Plinko risk options More Whitelabel Sites

Launched the first whitelabel site: 
liberocrash.com 

Affiliate Partnerships

UI/UX Improvements Bonus / Jackpot Structures

Improved cashier operations Increasing wager volume

New branding Translations

Launched new games: Lucky Wheel, 
Digital Dice

Buying SLAM on Panda

Added new currencies Contests for players

Mobile app (PWA) SEO

http://panda.co
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SLAM Token 

slamtoken.com

SLAM Token is as always, continuing to build and execute our vision. Despite market 
conditions we are continuing to work on our ecosystem in an effort to bring the best 
results for our investors.


 

Since Last Quarter Q1 Priorities
New & Improved Holder explorer page Increasing revenue & the monthly payout 

amounts

Auto Payout Reinvestment Program Making it easier to buy by providing an 
online wallet option on Panda.co

Website improvements

http://slamtoken.com
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SLAM DAO 
slamtoken.com/dao


The SLAM DAO remains in place to involve our holders in project decisions. This function 
will be called upon when needed to ensure SLAM holders have a voice in the project.


 

Slam NFT 
slamjokers.com


SLAM Jokers continue to be kept in mind, we want to assure you that we have plans to 
integrate them into our ecosystem and platforms. While they are currently at a lower 
priority, we are still committed to addressing this and ensuring that they are properly 
integrated. We will provide updates as soon as we have more information to share. Thank 
you for your understanding and support.


http://slamtoken.com/dao
http://slamjokers.com
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👋 
Q2 2023 

June 25th, 2023
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